
CIVIL ARCHITECTURE AND HABITAT DURING LATENE DIN 
THE DEPRESSION OF ŞIMLEU 

The present study tries to bring into discussion older and more 
recent dicoveries which were roade in ithe western half of Sălaj county 
(map 111 ), zone known under ithe name of The Depression of Şimleu. 
Being very well-outlined fr,om a geographical point of view, the depres
sion is marked by geologica! formations, which had blocked the access 
wilhin it (we are referring at Meseş ancl Plopiş mountains, the knoll OE 
Şimleu and the hills of Sălaj. (map 2)1. 

The main passes of entrance in the depression, all being situated 
along the streams of some rivers, were obs,tructed, during ithe Dacian 
epoch, by the building of some fortresses having a s,trict mhlitary-strate
gical purpose: (Marca, Stârciu, Tusa, Moigrad-Poguior, Şimleu). Besides 
their military role, the above-mentioned fortresses were surely used 
for supervising the salt trade thait went across those regions since prehis
tory (map. 2). 

Just exactly because of these reasons, in ithe regions treked by the 
superior and middle flow of Crasna and Barcău, specifically in the De
pression of Şimleu, there had been constituted, very probably during a 
classical dacian epoch, a tribal union that had its nucleus in the complex 
of dwellings and fortresses situated on the knoll of Şimelu, a microsystem 
very rigurousily jointed. (map. 1/1). 

The archeological investigations, systematically made during the last 
ten years, allow us to support the upper sitatements and also to sub
stantially complete the former inquiries involving ithis zone, within the 
Ist century B.C. - the Ist century A.D. 

Regarding mostly the military aspects, which are casier to he in
vesligated, the older studies and accounts, neverrtheless, brought signi
ficant contributions to the repertorieration of this kind of discoveries 
made in this zone, and also to approach more sensible aspects of this 
problem of the spirituality. We are obviously reffering to researches that 
had been roade on the Knoll of Moigrad, between 1958-1959, where 
there was identified a Dacian necropolis for cremation, taking info consi
deration the statements of the researchers of those times2 • 

The focus of the spedalists' attention especially on such aspects, 
those regarding the mmtary architecture and on the discoveries of iDacian 
treasuries containing coins and spangJes (map. 2) has pennitted the ne
glection of some other samples of local Dacian civilization that didn't 

1 I. Mac, P. D. Iclu, in Geografia României, IV, 1992, p. 39-47. 
·1 M. Macrea, D. Frotase, M. Rusu, in Materiale, Viii, 1960, p. 361-391; l\I. 

l\Iacrea, M. Rusu, I. Mitrofan, in Materiale, VJ;JIJ, 1962, p. 486--504. 
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lack in importance. We are thinking of the civil architeoture, issue which 
\Vc are going to investigate in the foUowing Hnes. 

As it is already known, the main regions that contain Latene D. 
<liscoveries from the Depression of Şimelu, which gained an int,ense 
t·onsideration from specialists are: Marca-,.Cetate"-systematically inves
iigated3 by S. Dumitraşcu and V. Lucăcel in 1972, Moigrad- Knoll, 
searched between 1958-1959 by a group 1ead by the lamented M. Ma
crea\ and then by a staff which was coordinated by Al. V. Matei from 
H.AM.Z. (The Hist•ory and Art Museum from Zalău), during 1984-19945. 

The third place is Şimleu Silvaniei, which was also systematically in
vestigated by archeologists, starting from 1992 and being still and yearly 
under the attention of the specialists, since ,then, in the regions „Cetate" 
and „Observator", mainly of a group fromed by dr. M. Rusu, I. Beji
nariu and the undersigned. 

However, the previous inquiries from Şimleu-Silvaniei, insufficien
tly carried on by M. Moga6 (1949) and Al. V. Matei (1978) - Uliul cel 
Mic and Observator7 have stood ,out the ne2essity of a fu11-sized approa2h 
of t.his ensemble of dwel1ings and Dacian fortresses which were identifi-ed 
on the complex if hills from the Knoll of Şimleu. 

As a result of so many years of fruHful discoveries concerning the 
dassical Dadan civilization on the Depressi,on of Şimleu (map. 2), some 
micromonographs of every archeological sit are compulsory to ce used, 
the only ediled being the one referring to the Dacian fortress from Marca, 
which was published 20 years ago8 . 

Henc-e, the gradual approach of every detail of the local Dacian civili
zat.ion becomes a necessity so as to make possible ,the elaboration of 
the monographs. 

Such a detail is the civil architecture9 , which is the most wides
pread and diverse, at the same time being the least studied one. 
For thi-s forward step, we took into discussi,on some localities on whose 
teritories ,there are regions containing such discoveries. It's the Knoll 
of Moigrad we are referring at (map. 3), then Şimieu Silvaniei with the 
Knol! of Şiml-eu (map. 112; 1/3; 4; 5) and Marca with „Cetate". 

In the followings, we'll make a presentation of this type of discoveries 
thaL concerns the civil Dacian architecture, starting with the Knoll of 
:!\'Ioigrad. 
Known in the historical literature of this speciality, due to some disco
verics that had a strong ritual character that had initially been 
inlerpreted as funeral monuments, the Knoll ,of Moigrad more and more 
outicns >to us as a great f'.)rtified Dacian settlement, withhin whkh- as 
in !;ome others' cases . - there can be also identified unquestionable 

" S. Dumitrescu, V. Luc[1cl'l, CctC'tea dacică ele la Marca, Zalău, 1974. 
1 SPe tlw 2nd notl• from abovP. 
" Al. V. !\latei, in Acla.1\,1/', X. l'ISG, p. 126-128; Al. V. Matei, C. Stoica, in 

.,\··te!.\TP, XII, El88, p. 158-HiO; H. Pop, in ActaMP, XVII, 1993, p. 91-105; in 
,1(':oMP, XVIII, to bP soon printPd. 

i; M. Momi, in SCiV, 1. Hl~O. p. 1:11-1'33. 
" Al. V. Matc>i, in Acta,11P, Ul. 1979, p. 17-20. 
~ SPc tlw 3rd note from abovc>. 
"· See the micromonographs: I. Glodariu, Arhitectura dacilor civilă şi militară, 

Ch1j-N"apoca, 1983; D. Antonescu, Introducere în arhitectura dacilor, Bucureşti, 1984. 
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ritual complexes, adjoining the numerous elements which are specific for 
a civil settlement. 

Therefore, starting from 1958, there had been dicovered 213 holes, 
43 fireplaces, 6 deepenel dwellings, 7 ovens and 17 so-called „ceramica! 
platforms". It is quite possible that some worse-preserved ovens, due 
to some special conditions, had been counted as fkeplaces, but this 
faot won't fundamentally change the dates of the problem. Another 
detail that deserves to be mentioned is the fact that from among the 
213 Dacian holes already discovered, at least 30 an~ holes of heavy stan
chions, for which we express our serious attitude of reserve regarding 
the upper-mentioned chronological assignment. 
As far as the so-called „ceramica! platforms" are concerned, wc stanJ 
for their identification with shallow dwellings. These ceramica! platforms 
indude in their stock broken vessels, burned and unburned rough cast of 
wall bumed and unburned bones as well as some other things specific 
for everyday life (hardware, objects for polishing, g•rinders and so on). 
Their form is irregular. They often surpose a fireplace and, more fre
quently, hole:;,10• Such being the case, we consider them as shallow 
dwellings built on wood beams, because of their high level of vukanie 
rock, which îs specific for the Knoll of Moigrad. These beams hav•~ left 
behind no archeological traces that could have been detected. 

The older researchers macle investigations which involved especially 
the eastern and south-eastern part of the plateau, between 1958-1959, 
that was over 1 km. în perimeter and a suirface of 7 hectares, being on an 
maximal altitude of 514 meters (map. 3). 

Generally, the deepened dwellings from the Knoll of Moigrad have 
a circular plan and they penetrate the •rock from ~bout 30--40 cm. till 
70 cm. The roff is macle up of two slopes and it is supported by stan
chions situated within this construction, which deepens even for 0,6 m 
under the inner levei of stepping. It varîes from 2 to 3,5 m in diameter. 
None of this type of dwellings has an inner fireplace. On1y în one case 
the fireplace was found, but it was situated next to the dwelling, spe
cifically under a penthouse. (1993). 

This sort of dwellings has in its stock pottery, bones, small tools 
and stones which had fallen !rom ithe roof very probably made of straw 
(or thatch). Only once (1990), it happened to be noticed a superposition 
of a hole by such a deepened dwelling, and, for time being, this type 
of construction was found only along the eastern, southern and nothern 
parts of the region, more exposed to the winds. 

At Marca, in „Cetate", within a fortress mainly having a military 
role, which blocked up the access to the Depression of Şimleu, from the 
\.Vestern side, on Barcău stream (map. 2), there was discovered a hut-like 
building meant to be dwelt by standinp; garrison which was st8tioned 
there. The discoverers which have published the results of the digging 
in 1974, didn't give us enough details on the building-plan and on its 

10 The superposed holes may have a cultic charader · destin ed for the lc1sting 
of the construction or they were simple holes for provisions huilt und<>r the rlwel
ling. hence being protected from n1infalls; see instances at Căţelu Nou /V I.Rc1hu, 
in C.11B, I, 1963, p. 27-28; idem, in CAB, II, 1965, p. 56; M. Macrea, I. Glodariu, 
Asezarea dacică de la Arpaşu de Sus, Bucureşti, 1976, p. 23--24. 
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system of constmction. We don't know anything but the respective 
construction had a fireplace, that it was floored with olay appliied di
rectly on the mica-schist of the hillock, ithat H had a stock rich mostly 
in pottery, and that this undeepened hut made ,of wood and clay was 
distroyed by setling on fire 11 • 

A recent sounding having little proportions, has diiscovered an older 
slag~ of this construction which wasn't set on fire, its clayed floor being 
maintained unalterred, directly on the rock12. Some other new ex.amina
tions would provide extra information on the tyipe, the role and the inner 
organization of such a building. 

Simleu-Silvaniei attained to be known in the historical liiterature of 
this ;peciality due to the Vth century-treasuries of glod objects, disco
vered within its territory in 1797, 1889 and later, because of the coming 
'.)Ut of at least 5-6 Dacian treasuries of silver coins and spangles13• 

This fact as well as the local archeological .investigations, detennined 
t he realisation of soundings, examinations, on some areas situated în the 
northern part of the town, namely on the Knoll of Şimelu. 

The first place is „Uliul cel Mare" where 5-7 ritual holes, having 
a stock :rich in silver and bronze spangles, weapons, 1tools and pottery 
were discovered between 1945-194714 . 

As a result, M. Moga made a sounding on the western side of the Knoll, 
in 1949, and he finally discoverd a detached dweUing, two graves and 
two holes without leaving further details15. 

In 1978, Al. V. Matei from H.A.M.Z. made six checking seotions o:ll 
thc upper-mentioned place, identifying 4 holes, and a dwelling disposed 
on a bowed slope (30°-40°), having the filoor (ithe part si·tuated on the 
v::i.llcy) partially supported by wood stanchions. We are not given other 
details about the plan and its precarious state of pI'leservation did not 
probably make possible further investigations in this respect. 

We are also informed that, on „lTTiul ,cel Mic", during a classical 
Dacian epoch, a small settlement exi6ted, being innately fortified because 
of some craggy slopes• 6 

The civil Dacian settlement, hypothetically identified by S. Dumi
traşcu with the ancient Dacidava- mentioned by Ptolemeu17- is semicir
cularly around and at the base of the „Cetate" hHl1 8, which is nothing 
else but a branch that very much advanced to the southern part of the 
Knoll of Şimleu (map. 112). Many plaoes of this civil sebtlement came 
into sight, little by little, making it visible on a pretty large surface (due 

1' S. Dumitraşcu, V. Lucăcel, quoted works, p. 8, 10; I. Glodariu, Arhitec
tura . .. , p. 2-1-25. 

12 Sounding-s madc> in 1992, the results being shared on the occasion of the 
year\v session o[ H.A.M.Z. - November, 1993. 

13 Al. V. Matei, quoted works p. 17-20, 23-25, 27-31, 38-40; E. Chirilă, Al. 
V. Matei, in ActaM P, X, 1989, p. 95-118. 

11 Z. Szekely, Materia·le din campania de săpături arheologice din 1949, Bu-
cureşti, 1951, p. 43-74. 

1~ M. Moga, quotC'd work, p. 131-135. 
16 See the 7th note from above. 
17 S. Dumitraşcu, in Crisia, 1, 1971, p. 39-46. 
tk H. Pop, în ActaMP, XVI, 1992, p. 129-138. 
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to the firreplaces, ovens, terraces, having traces of deepened or shallow 
dwellings, ritual or dustholes, etc). 

The former civil Dacian settlement was superposed, during the last 
c:entury, by -three modern roads whose lenght is over 1,5 km. On the 
both sides of these roads there can be still noticed terraces arranged in 
Dacian epoch, most of them being covered by slidings. 
IT'he large siurlace on which the old Dacian settlment lies, make us to 
consider it as a numerous communirty, which is, however, hard to be 
judged in the present stage of investigation. 

"Cetate" Hill, on which and at whose bottom the civil Dacian set
tlement had been deve1oped, became the first target of the project of the 
systematic archeological inquiry that have started in 1992 and that hints 
at the exhaustive investigation of the main archeologic sits from the 
Knoll of Şimleu. 
Reffering striotly at the aspects that regard the civil Dacian architectUTe, 
we are to remember the main discoveries of this kind that had been 
done on "Cetate" region, during the last three years. 
1992, Ist section: an oval Dacian fortress made of ground and wood was 
identified around the superior mamelon of the hill, having 805(60 m 
in diameter. The stockade is simple, having a fosse in front of it and a 
rounds-road covered by a roof and laid on the stockade in the externai 
side, and on a wood beam, in the inner side, which is situated at a 
dlstance of 4 metres from the stockade. 

Beneath this roof, it also appeared an oven endowed with a dusthole 
that had probably been used by the standing garrison of the fortress. 
The wood beam from behind the stockade isn't thicker than 10-15 m 
and it goes deeper into the sterile soil till 15-20 cm (map. 5). 

Besides this fortress, there had been discovered, between 1992-
1994, a part of a settlement used for being dwelt of for other every-day 
activities, which was siituated on the saddle of the hill, that links it wirth 
the rest of the Knoll. We are reffering at a building which deepens in 
the sterile soil till 50-60 cm and which has a partially investigated side 
of over 11 m (map 4). The padding of this building (L/92) superposes 
three holes (a ritual hole, a truncated-cone one used for provisions and 
a dusthole). 

One of the corners of this construction was discovered in the sout
hern part where it has three stanchions of 0,15-0,2 m in diameter and 
go deep into the sterile rtill 0,2-0,5 m. From the hole surface of the 
upper-described construction there were investigated 20 m 2, without 
rn,ticing any division. The padding does not contain many ceramical ma
terials. Some fragments from a damaged fireplace's rough cast were 
als discovered. This arrangement is stuated on the southern edge of the 
linking saddle. 

In 1993, there was alsa partially investigated a terrace situated 
in the north--eastern part of the upper-mentioned fortress, next to its 
externai side, arranged on the slope of the hiH. The terriace was incom
pletely distroyed by the building of a road, from it being preserved 
about 190 m 2• 
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Due to the diggings made on the autumn of 199319, about 72 m2 

from the preserved surface of the terrace were discovered, being noticed 
a series of stages within its 'Dacian a1Tangement (map. 113 ). 
1st stage: it w:as preserved a fireplace (V1) and a few ceramica! frag

ments form a shallow dwelling. 
2nd stage: it is built up a dwelling (L1) which cuts this fireplace and 

which is •of 2,7-3,4 m in diameter and which goes deep into 
the sterile soil of the place till 0,5 m. The dwelling has a 
central stanchion. 

3rd stage: the teI'race is extended to the hill and a divided large cons
truction is raised (L2). There are also identified two rooms, 
each having a fi.replace (V2, V3, V4), One of them ha.s a very 
rich stock which contains pottery, iron and silver on bronze 
pieces. On the fireplace there are realcinated seeds of horse 
bean and millet. The stock dates this stage as being happened 
at the middle of the Ist century AD. The setting on fire of 
this construction brings with itself 1a re .... arrangement of the 
fireplace from the room rich in archeological materials (V3). 

The building system of the dwelling is fit for the existent 
type ofi ,relief. From the sloping side there is a wood beam 
endowed, here and there, with stanchions, being buried in 
a foose having 20-30 cm în width, and dug in the rock tiH 
30-40 cm. The stnachions go deeper till, 0,5-0,6 m. 

The 1ength of the preserved base is of 8 m. 
4th stage: the terrace gets narrower and another dwelling with a buried 

beam is buHt up (L3), which cuts the former a!'rangement and 
whose corner appears in the archeological digging. This 
dwelling has also an inner dusthole dug into the mica-schist 
(Gu)-

5th stage: a re-arrangement of the terace brings with itself the digging 
of some deepened dwellings, which are quasipolygonal and 
have stanchions ,in theiir corners (L4, L5). 

6th stage: the 80 X 60 m in diameter oval fortress made of wood and 
ground is built up, having a covered rounds road. The ground 
and rock taken out after the digging if the fosse are thrown 
over the earHer uncovered ;terrace. 

7th stage: the fortiress is disarranged (probably when the walls on the 
Jlnking saddle are formed which extend the protected habita

ble area). Over the oval Dacian fortress. made of weed and 
ground there is built a large oven (1,8-2 m in diameter). 
dicoviered during the 1992 investig,ations. 

On the spring of 1994, the archeological investigations are started 
again on the Unking saddle, being sounded the two walls with fosse that 
cuts the saddle and the zone behind the walls (map. 4). 

On a terrace siotuated on the northern board of the sadd.le, there is 
identified a dwelling (L/94), whose plan we still cannot define, the 

1" The results were comunicated at the XXVIiI!lrth National Session of Ar-
cheological Accounts, Satu Mare, 12th-15th of May, 1994, published in the 
Cronicle of Archaeological Researches - 1993 Invcstigations, p. 64. 
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digging having on1y a sounding character. The dwe1ling is realised by 
,traightening the slope where it roade a dingle having 30 -40 cm in 
depth. The dwelling was explored on a 4 m surf1ace and it is endowed 
with a fireplace. Ceramica! materi,als were discovered in the padding. 

During the summer of this year, the archeological researches on 
the maximal height (597) of Şimleu-Silvaniei Hillock hav,e started. Here 
the trace:. of Dacian fortresses were identified, which re-use the older 
Hallstattiene arrangements. Wi,thin the Dacian fortress, there was no
ticed a group of holes for provisions which - - as the time passed 
became dustholes. The only existing Dacian dwelling is situated at ahout 
30 m for from this group. The dwelling is a shallow one, uncompletely 
discovered. It \Vas bulit directly on the rock and it is also polished. The 
fireplace is arranged in the mica-schist. The stock is rather poor. 

The upper enumeration of the main discoverings that may be placed 
în the category of the civil Dacian arch:-tecture, finnally gives us a 
group of about 34 dwellings (map. 6). Among these, 11 are deepened 
ones, the rest being shallow dwellings. 

Therefore, I -- -- the way-of-building oriterion which was applied, 
offers an image of the more frequent types of dwellings which seem to 
be specific for the i'l1vestigated zone (map. 6). 

A. The deepened dwelling cathegory, that is represented by those 
re1evant samples from Moigriad and Şimleu. This sort of dwelling 
is also divided info three subgroups: 
1) circular dwellings with central stanchion (hence, having a 

conic roof), that were discovered i-n one ca:se ,at Şimleu „Ce
tate" - - 1993. 

2) circular dwellings with two diametrically opposed stanchions, 
having a twofolded roof and being of.ten met only at Moigrad 
- - 4 instances~6 • 

3) quadrilateral deepened dwellings with stanchions at their cor
ners, represented by one case, at Moigrad, in 1984, where such 
a dwelling, having the sides of 4,10X3,5 m, and goes deep in 
the rock till 30-40 cm. This subtype may also be seen at 
Şimleu - the civil settlement and "Observator" - (1994)22 . 

B. The shallow dwe!ling category, which may also be parted in1o 
four subgroups, depending on their buiJding system: 
1) dwellings built on a slope, partially suspended on stanchions. 

It's the construdion from Şimleu "Uliul oei Mic" (1978) wc 
are reffering at. 

2) dwellings direoHy built on the soil, having their base supported 
by wood beams or (and) stanchions. There are the instances 
from Marca and Moigrad (1958-1959, 1988, 1991, 1994), from 
Şimleu - the civil settlement and "Observator" - (199422 . 

So, there are at least 18 exemples. 
3) dwellings with total or half buried wood beams as those d:~ 

covered at Şimleu "Cetate" (1993). This sort of building system 

20 I. Glodariu, F1 .. Costea, Aşezar<'a dacică de la Şercaia (in manuscripl). 
21 Analogies at Slimnic, I. G'oclariu, Aşeziri dacice şi daco-romane la Slimnic, 

Bur:ureşti, 1984, p. 20, :lu, 27, 35-36, images no. 6, î, 20, 26, 35-41, H. 
22 I. Glodariu, Arhitectura .. . , p. 15-17. 
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was used because of the arrangements made an slopes, in 
a smooth rock as the mica-schist. There were discovered two 
such dwellings, one being divided23 (map. 113 ). 

4) "dwellings" or settlements situated on stockades, having a 
covered rounds-way as that one discover~d at Şimleu "Cetate·· 
in 1992-1993 (map. 5). 

II. In accordance with the character of the investigated archeological 
sit, there can be also noticed another division of the above-enumeratccl 
instances: 

1) in fortresses we can find them at Marca and Şimleu "Cetate" 
(2 examples), in 1992-1993. 

2) in fortif ied settlements: at Moigrad and Şimleu, specifically 
on "Cetate" and "Observator" (29 dwellings). 

3) in unfortified settlements -- as the instance from Şimleu -
the civil Dacian settlement from the ter.ritory of the town 
and "Uliul cel Mic" situated on the Knoll of Şimleu. 

III. Another typology can ce made in accordance with the position 
of lhe complex within the local sort of relief; •therefore, we found: 

1) dwellings situated on heights: at Moigrad, Marca, Şimelu "Ce
tate", "Observator", "Uliul cel Mi~" (the great majority of 
them). 

2) dwellings situated on plains: the only exa'mple being the 
civil settlement found on the territory of Şimleu. 

The number (doubled) of the shallow dwellings which are specific 
for hilly or mountaneous places is not accidentally greater, the geogra
pical determinism leaving its impact on the architectonical conception 
of the Dacian communi1ties from the Depression of Şimleu. It is true 
that, from among the dwellings situated on plains, only the one from 
Şimleu could be be.Uer delimited and investigated by shallow inquiries24 , 

but even in this case the shallow dwellings arranged on terraces ma.de 
on the slopes of the hill are predominant. However, they are situated 
by constant debit streams. Such sources of water, having a constant 
debit must have also exis,ted in the fortified settlements' instance (or 
the fortified residence's one), from the Kno11 of Moigrad25, from Şimleu 
"Cetate" and "Observa1or"26, without whom the existence of a community 
situated on such heights can not be justified, but because of certain 
mili tary-strategical reasons. 

Regarding these three instances, there was noticed the existenc-e of 
a !:'ystematization conception of the settlement meant to intensively use 
the fortified area and to offer the best living condition during war or 
peace times. Hence, at Şimleu "Cetate", a succession of arrangements of 
the same terrace was observed, so that it, made possible the usage, at a 
maximal efficiency, of every square metre ·of the building place (map. 

28 Idem, p. 17-19. 
2: H. Pop, quoted works. 
2,; The source of water which supplied the Roman cistern built on the 

Knoll, surely had a constant debit even before the Roman conquest, Al. V. Matei, 
in ActaMP, X, 1986, p. 126-128. 

26 The Knoll of Moigrad is even now rich in sources of water situated near 
the zones fortified during the Dacien epoch. 
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113). In the same zone, on the linking saddle and behind the protecting 
walls, there was found a group of archeological complexes which were 
situated on the both sides of the highest zone of ,the saddle, probably 
used as a way of access from the exterior, across the settlement to the 
superior mamelon (map. 4). 

Such an outlook was formulated regarding the same region from 
Şimleu "Observator", where there is a Dacian foi,tress situated on a 
ltigher altitude. Beside this fortress having a strict military role (maybe 
one of sheltering), there is another one which lies on a larger surface, 
arranged on stretched and straight zones within whose perimeter there 
werc built dwellings, workshops and holes, .the last two being grouped 
at a certain distance from the zone of the dwellings. 

A visible opinion on a systematization of the buildings ,vithin the 
perimeter of the settlement, may be also taken from the inv.estigations 
macle on the Knoll of Moigrad (map. 3). 

The surface used during the Dacian epoch represcnts only t\vo thirds 
frorn the whole area of the plateau of the knoll, which measures 
70.000 m 2• Therefore, the 45.000 m~ used during 200 years before the 
Roman conquest are mostly represented by the bordei s of the plateau, 
which were sheltered from the winds due to a climinished altitude, com
pared with the top oi the hill. 

From the 70.000 m 2 of the platform, there were systematically in
vestigated only about 2,300 m 2 (3,20/o), starting with 1958. In rt:hese 
2,:wo m 2 , there were found 213 holes (38 of them are having stanchions), 
43 flreplaces, 7 ovens, 6 deepened dweUings and 17 shallowed ones. 
An cstimation on the whole surface that could have been dweH -
45,000 m 2 - would give figures hard to be accepted: 3,580 holes, 841 
fireplaces, 136 ovens, 117 deepened dwellings and 332 shallow dwellings. 
The proportion dwellings -~ holes would be 1 dwelling/ holes, an unu
sual situation for a Latene D s,ettlement27• If we took into discussion 
a six members family we would get a community of, 1700 inhabitants, 
on condition that all the dwellings were -contemporary, which i1s im
possible from the very beginning. 

The actual of the investigations does not allow us, for the timP 
hein:::;, to draw a final conclusion, due rt:o the sounding-character of the 
archeological inquiries concerning beth the archeological sit from the 
KnoJI of Moigrad - where there are necessary to be made exhaustive 
diggings on representative microzones - and the fortresses and settle
ments from Şimleu-Si.lvaniei. 

Even if there were made sensible progresses in the search of these 
regions and in the debates of the upper-discussed i•ssue, the con::Jusions 
are not and can not be final, without the investigation and the search 
of the unfortified civil Dacian settlements, unsuficiently known, not only 
from the Depression of Şimleu. 

As it oould be notked, the civil Dadan architecture from those few 
known zones situated in the Depression of Şimleu do not make an 

2' We must include in our estimates the fact that from among t1:e 213 holcs, 
the 30 ones having stanchions being substracted, there stiH remain 183 from which 
numernus cnough arc the holes wit:1 an unquestionable ritual character. 
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exception regarding the already acknowledged typologies23• However, 
there are small and rare exceptions which may nat be considered as 
lacking in importance, that can alsa be placed among this sort of dis
coveries from the investigated zone. 

HOREA POP 

î1NNEX I - THE LIST OF THE LOCALITIES CONTA/NING DACIAN 
DISCOVERIES FROM SALAJ COUNTY• 

1. BADAr::!IN 
:!. CEHEI 
3. CRASNA 
4. CUCEU 
5. DOBA MARE 
6. DOMNIN 
7. FETINDIA 
8. GALPAIA 
9. HOROATU CRASNEI 

10. LOMPlRT 
11. MARCA 
12. MARIN 
13. MESEŞENII DE SUS 
14. MJRŞID 
15. MOIGRAD 
16. NUŞFALA U 
17. ORTELEC 
18. PER'CEI 
19. PETHINDU 
20. PORŢ 

2~ I. G'.odariu, quoted works. 

21. RASTOCI 
22. RECEA 
23. ROGNA 
24. ROMANAŞI 
25. RUGINOASA 
2fi. SARIMAŞAG 
27. SÂMPE11RU ALMAŞULUI 
28. STANA 
29. STÂNA 
30. STÂRCIU 
:ll. ŞIMLEU SILVANIEI 
:12. TUSA 
33. UGRUŢIU 
3-t V,\LEA CIURENILOR 
35. V ADURELE 
36. VÂRŞOLT 
37. VOIVODENI 
:m. ZALAU 
:J9. ZALHA 
-!O. ZAUAN 

• ln accordance with Al. V. Matei, in ActaMP, III, 1979. p. 11-40 and ActaMP, 
X, 1986, p. 95 - 117 with the undersigned's subsequent comp1.etion. The numbers 
correspond to those from map 2. 
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Map 1. I•t image: The pos;tion of Sălaj countyon the map of Romania; the hlack point rt>presc11ts thc Dcpns,ion of Şimhu. 
2,d imagine: The plan of Şimleu-Silvaniei town and of a part from the Knoll of Şimleu. The strc~,cd Jim· nprurnls th,· outl Ies of thc ch-it 
Dacian settlement frnm the bottom of "Cetate" hill, and the b!ack point represents lhe D;1ci:,11 fnrlrus arralli:«l 011 lhc su1x:Iior rnamdon of lhe hi li. 

3rd image: Şimleu Silvaniei, "Cetate", 1993, cassctte I from tcrrace I, plan. (L 0- 0 <lwelling, Y -~ fircplacc, G = hole). 
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Map 2. Sălaj COW1ty with the discoveries from the Dacian epoch. I: fortres!'es; 2: tre~sm ies; 3: isoJated discoYerics; 4: settlemcnt~; 5: the 
ancient way of the sa)t(see annex 1) 
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1Îc1'\ 
Jl;lap 5. Şimleu Si!Yaniei. "Cetate", 1992, section S1 , plan and profile of the fortress having a covered rounds way. 
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-
I kJEEPENED SHALLOW 

liWJ::i't 11-.11": OWELI ING ~ _j 

NR' LOCAUTY CIRCULAR ~ 
<:( 

YEAR t-,; 

C o 'E F G o o 
A B 1-· ·r 

1 MARCA 1972 1 1 1 

2 MOIGRAD, 19586~ 11 J1 

3 1984 1 1 2 
\ 

4 1988 2 2 

5 .. 1989 2 2 
23 

6 1990 1 1 

7 1991 1 1 

8 1992 1 1 

9 1993 1 1 

10 1994 2 2 

11 SIMLEU ORAS 1992 X X 
' . 

12 ULIUL CEL M IC 1978 1 1 

13 OBSERVATOR 1994 1 1 
10 

14 CETATE 1992 1 X 1 

15 I 1993 1 2 2 X 5 

16 1994 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 3 4 1 20 2 X 
TOTAL 7 4 

TOTAL 11 23 34 
' ---:::::2.-.-

]1,,Jap 6. Statistica! !ist of the investigatcd dwcliings in Hc0tdaml with the: way-of-buildin;.: 
criterion. 


